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1. Introduction
1.1 This document looks at the structure and processes of the Constabulary to
manage governance and drive our performance, seeking to ensure senior
managers are utilising resources to deliver first class policing across the county
of Cambridgeshire. Cambridgeshire has gone through a period of change with
wide ranging organisational re-structures and now meeting re-structures to
streamline our processes to ensure effective and efficient governance and this
document sets out this new process.
2. What is a Corporate Framework?
2.1 Corporate Frameworks exist in all organisations; they are the structures used to
run them, outlining the flow of work and decisions made by senior managers,
illustrating how they flow through the business to deliver change, progress and
the outputs or services of an organisation.
2.2 A Corporate Framework provides the performance management framework of
an organisation, linking it to the meeting structure so performance can be driven
from the top down with feedback from the bottom up. This ensures that strategic
direction is provided throughout the organisation but also ensures that it can be
influenced by feedback from any level within it.
2.3 The planning, risk and financial cycles within any organisation should drive
performance. Plans set out what is to be achieved, identify what might prevent
achieving the aims, and includes an evaluation of the finances/resources
available to deliver the plan and mitigate the risks.
2.4 From these processes the Corporate Framework constructs a series of
meetings and groups designed to support and drive the strategic objectives of
the organisation across all boundaries, ensuring joined up working. This reduces
unnecessary duplication and supports the right information getting to the right
place at the right time so that appropriate management decisions can be made.
2.5 The Corporate Framework ensures Governance is maintained across th e
organisation. Clear audit trails for decisions and actions can be tracked from the
business plan across the Force with clear justification for resource allocation
and for changing in year priorities. Through establishing a clear Corporate
Framework the Force will be able to manage effectively its business without
creating isolated work silos. All areas of the Force can be used to deliver shared
aims and objectives, working towards well defined performance criteria.
3. Cambridgeshire Constabulary Corporate Framework
3.1 Cambridgeshire Constabulary’s Corporate Framework shows the governance
processes and meeting structure used to manage our business and deliver first
class policing in Cambridgeshire. The structure sits with a ‘go live’ date of 2 nd
September 2019 and will be subject to initial review in December 2019 and
further review in March 2020.
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3.2 Cambridgeshire is collaborated with Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire (BCH) with
a number of functions being managed within this arena. The business is split
into portfolios:
3.2.1 Joint Protective Services run by an Assistant Chief Constable and reports
into the Chief Constable of Bedfordshire, overseeing the following functions
for BCH:











Armed Policing Unit
Cameras Tickets & Collisions
Civil Contingencies Unit
Dog Unit
Major Crime Unit
National Police Air Service (NPAS)
Operational Planning Support Unit
Roads Policing Unit
Forensic Collision Investigation Unit
Scientific Services Unit

3.2.2 Organisational Support is overseen by the Chief Constable
Cambridgeshire and covers the following functions for BCH:




of

Human Resources
Learning and Development
Information Management

3.2.3 Operational Support is overseen by the Hertfordshire Chief Constable and
covers the following functions:





Firearms and Explosives Licencing
Criminal Justice
Custody
ICT (this was moved on 1st April 2019 from Organisational Support and
still falls under this function but was moved to balance the weighting of
the areas of responsibility between BCH)

3.2.4 Professional Standards Department (PSD) is led by the Deputy Chief
Constable of Cambridgeshire.
3.2.5 Cambridgeshire Constabulary are further collaborated and the below chart
shows the functions that fall within these partnerships. All of these influence
our governance lines with the Force Executive Board acting as the main
access point into the Constabulary for strategic issues and decision making.
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4. Our Governance Processes
4.1 Cambridgeshire Constabulary uses a number of processes to manage daily
business, these include:











Financial Planning and Budget Management
Planning
Risk Management
Internal Audit
HMICFRS Inspections
Performance
Health and Safety
Workforce Planning
Change Management
Business Continuity

4.2 These governance processes form part of the framework used to assist senior
managers manage information and make decisions within the Constabulary’s
meetings. An overview of each of these is provided below:
4.3

Financial Planning and Budget Management

4.3.1 The Constabulary and Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC)
produce the Mid-Term Financial Plan (MTFP) document which sits within the
OPCC produced Mid-Term financial Strategy (MTFS), which is published
annually. The budget process builds in the funding required to meet the
demands of each Department to deliver their services. It aims to ensure the
4
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resources are spread across the organisation to deliver the outputs at the
required level to meet demand and deliver the objectives agreed. This
Oversight of financial planning is coordinated between the Constabulary’s
Chief Finance Officer and the Police and Crime Commissioners Chief
Finance Officer and agreed at the PCC’s Business Continuity Board (BCB).
4.3.2 The Constabulary has two main funding streams; namely the police grant
(awarded by the Home Office) and the precept funding agreed by the PCC.
The MTFP is published annually however management of our budget is
ongoing and monthly revenue/expenditure reports go to the Chief
Constables Force Executive Board (FEB) which in turn reports up to the
PCC’s BCB.

4.4

Planning

4.4.1 Cambridgeshire Constabulary draws on a number of plans namely the Force
Management Statement (FMS), Police and Crime Commissioners Police
and Crime Plan, Strategic Assessment and the Control strategy. The last two
allow us to break our service delivery down into priority areas; each with a
strategic lead, delivery plan and ‘plan on a page’ utilising the 4 x P model.
4.4.2
Plan
Force Management
Statement
Police and Crime Plan
Strategic Assessment
STRA
Control strategy

Reports to / monitored
at

Frequency

FEB

4.4.3 The Constabulary’s core deliverables are set out in the below plan on a page:
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4.5 Risk Management
4.5.1 Cambridgeshire Constabulary holds a risk management framework allowing
us to identify and manage risks throughout the organisation and within BCH.
The risk register is supported with BCH, Departmental and other risk
registers to ensure these are identified and managed at an appropriate level.
The force risk register is reviewed and reported at the Risk Review Board
(RRB) chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable every month but only covers
those risks directly or significantly affect Cambridgeshire Constabulary. BCH
risks are managed through the BCH Risk Review Board and are reported
through this framework when relevant. All strategic meetings will have a
requirement recorded within its agenda to record risk and report up to the
RRB.
4.6

Internal Audit

4.6.1 Cambridgeshire Constabulary undertakes two internal audits covering
finance and all other business. The financial auditors; Binder Dijker Otte
(BDO) actions are reported to and monitored by the Chief Finance Officer.
4.6.2 The non-financial audit is managed through a three year plan and is reported
monthly to the Force Executive Board and is governed by external scrutiny
at the Joint (Chief Constable and the Police and Crime Commissioner) Audit
Committee (JAC). RSM, the internal auditors, request regular updates from
the priority action owners. The non-financial audits progress is recorded and
monitored through the Governance and Inspection team
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4.7

HMICFRS Inspections

4.7.1 Cambridgeshire Constabulary is subject to the HMICFRS inspection
schedule which covers all aspects of the constabulary’s business ensuring
we are performing and operating to national standards. The Governance and
Inspection team within the Corporate Development Department oversees
this work and tracks progress through the AMS system to monitor progress
against recommendations and areas for improvement coming from these
inspections. Update on progress is presented to the Force Operations Board
on a monthly basis for governance and strategic oversight in this area.
4.8

Policy and Procedure Development

4.8.1 The Development of Cambridgeshire Constabulary’s policies and
procedures is delegated to Department Heads as subject matter experts who
control Governance plans within their area of business. Changes to the
Constabulary’s policies and procedures are taken to the Monthly Force
Operations Board (FOB) chaired by the Assistant Chief Constable. In
addition policies which are either out of date or nearing their review date are
highlighted at the FOB so prioritisation of review and development can be
made.

4.9

Business Continuity

4.9.1 Cambridgeshire Constabulary’s Business Continuity is managed by individual
Department Heads and overseen by the BCH Business Continuity Office
reporting into the ACC on a quarterly basis. The Business Continuity Plan is
maintained to ensure it incorporates departmental plans with a focus on the
maintenance of force critical activities.
4.10

Health and Safety

4.10.1 Cambridgeshire Constabulary’s Health and Safety processes include
recording incidents and near misses along with health and safety risk
assessments of the workplace and working practices including partnership
arrangements. This process is managed within the Cambridgeshire Tactical
Health and Safety Meeting chaired by the Assistant Chief Constable and also
the BCH Health and Safety Meeting chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable
of Bedfordshire.
4.10.2 The Constabulary are streamlining its governance structure to incorporate
Health, Safety and Wellbeing in one place. It is aspired we will incorporate
these internal agendas into one stream to report up to the Risk review Board
and the Force Operations Board.
4.11

Workforce Planning
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4.11.1 Cambridgeshire Constabulary manages its staff numbers and skills through
its collaborated human resources function. Locally we manage these areas
through the strategic workforce planning board chaired by the DCC.
4.12

Change Management

4.12.1 Cambridgeshire Constabulary manages its change programme and project
oversight through the Change Board chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable.
The board ensures change is implemented within structured and coordinated
processes, where progress and delivery is tracked with the benefits of the
change being measured and realised.
4.12.2 All changes to the new governance structure (go live date of 2 nd Sept 2019)
will be sent to and signed off at the Change Board and the three and six
monthly review (Dec 2019 and March 2020) of the new structure will be sent
to the Change Board for strategic oversight and governance.

5. Organisational Structure
5.1 The below organogram shows the governance of the Constabulary covering our
collaborated functions.

6. Force Meeting Structure
6.1 The new meeting structure has been set out to increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of our strategic governance. Allowing senior officers and staff the
ability to receive the right information at the right forum, at the right time for the
8
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right reasons. Therefore allowing decisions to be made at the correct level to
ensure effective business delivery and service to the public of Cambridgeshire.
6.2 The meeting structure is set out below to show the links and reporting lines of
Cambridgeshire’s governance.

6.3 Operating principles of Cambridgeshire Constabulary’s Strategic Business
Meetings
(For specific objectives of each meeting please refer to the terms of reference (ToR).)
1.







Purpose of the meetings
Key decision-making that results in Force-wide impact (see below)
Auditable recording of key strategic decisions taken elsewhere
Information sharing (not for discussion)
Strategic oversight and governance of transformational change
Escalation of Force wide risks and issues
Exception reporting from Department held meetings on key risk/issues/action plans

2.





What the meetings are not:
Consultation forums
Negotiation forums
Work shops
Problem solving forums

3. Expectation of work to be conducted before submission to Strategic meetings
 Negotiation to a satisfactory position before submission which enables the report
author to make clear recommendations as necessary
 Consultation with Staff Associations/Unions, Procurement, IT and Departments before
submission which enables the report author to make clear recommendations as
necessary
 Accountability for decision making to be held at the appropriate level – is the decision
required at the strategic level or Departmental/District level?
 Risk and issues escalated to the strategic meeting should be accompanied with
proposed solutions and/or mitigation

9
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4.










What constitutes a key decision for the strategic boards?
Significant operational implications for the Force
Significant organisational implications for the Force
Significant impact upon the Force’s budget
Significant impact upon the Force’s workforce
Significant impact upon the Force’s resources
Significant community impact
Potential significant political impact
Significant impact upon key partners and stakeholders

6.4 Senior Officers CPD Days
6.4.1 Senior Officer Away Days occur every quarter (or as directed by the Chief
Constable) and provide a mechanism for the Chief Constable to
communicate high level information and strategy to their senior leaders.
6.4.2 The day allows for themes to be explored using a problem solving approach
in a workshop facility to discuss organisational issues and changes to be
brought back into the forces change mechanism as detailed within this
document.
6.5 Force Executive Board
6.5.1 Role of the Force Executive Board
 The role of the Force Executive Board is to support and maintain the
vision, values and strategic intent of the Constabulary.


Its purpose is to advise the Chief Constable on the strategic direction for
the Constabulary and to ensure corporate governance.



The Force Executive Board will support the Chief Constable in the
delivery of the agreed priorities of the Force, as laid out in the
Cambridgeshire Police and Crime Plan.



The Force Executive Board will support the Chief Constable in liaison
with the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner.



The Board reports to the Business Co-ordination Board of the Police and
Crime Commissioner, and has overall responsibility for corporate
governance of the Constabulary.
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6.6 Force Senior Management Team
6.6.1 Role


The Force Senior Management Team chaired by the Chief Constable is
a weekly meeting aimed at ensuring high level governance and oversight
of issues facing the Constabulary that require timely action. It is not a
formal decision making Board.

6.6.2 Responsibilities


Force SMT covers updates around operations, media, HR, ICT, finance,
Corporate Development and Collaboration alongside Force Executive
updates. The meeting is responsible for ensuring issues are dealt with in
a timely manner or referred into other boards or meetings for slower time
actions, formal decision making and tracking.

6.7 Chief Officer Team (COT)
6.7.1 Role


The Chief Officer team chaired by the Chief Constable and includes the
DCC, ACC and Chief Finance Officer. It has a similar function to the
weekly SMT in that it is not a formal decision making board but has the
capacity to make timely decisions affecting business with these being
reported for recording to the relevant board or meeting.
11
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6.7.2 Responsibilities
 To ensure the Constabulary’s Chief Officer Team are sighted on and
driving through organisational improvements allowing a timely high level
response and support.

6.8 Risk review Board
6.8.1 Role


The role of the RRB is to maintain and oversee the force risk, issue and
opportunity practices to ensure they support the routine identification and
assessment of risks, issues and opportunities (RIO). In order to
effectively discharge this role, the board retains oversight of all force RIO
registers (including collaborated registers) and as a result can inform the
escalation process for risks and issues that exceed acceptable
tolerances or opportunities that require wider management.



The RRB reports to the Force Executive board (FEB). Formal
communication between this sub group and FEB is by way of monthly
update reports.

6.6.1 Responsibilities


RRB must maintain strategic ownership for Risk Management activities,
including the Risk, Issue and Opportunity Policy and the Risk Appetite
Statement. The board must identify and promote the sharing of best
practice and ensure that the relevant level of training is given to local
managers.
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6.7 Change Board
6.7.1 Role
The Change Board, chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable will drive, support
and maintain an overview on organisational change, ensuring the force is
effectively identifying and responding to national, regional and local risks and
opportunities, to ensure delivery of an efficient and effective service.
6.7.2 Responsibilities










To identify opportunities to make positive change to improve efficiency,
effectiveness and legitimacy of the force.
To coordinate the delivery of major change projects across the force.
To develop a programme of organisational improvement.
To identify and confirm resources, ownership and terms of reference for
change projects and programmes. This will include tasking work to the
most appropriate individual, team or department.
To collate and track progress against all change, innovation and research
projects.
To identify and effectively share organisational learning and what works
across the force.
To drive academic engagement, innovation, understanding and use of
evidence based policing.
To track post implementation reviews and the realisation of anticipated
benefits.
Provide guidance and oversight to those wishing to plan and implement
change, innovation or research to ensure best use of resources and to
avoid risk of duplication.

6.8 Strategic Performance Board
6.8.1 Role


The Force Performance Board chaired by the ACC, will maintain ownership of
all aspects of strategic performance and will scrutinise performance trends
(relating to organisational priorities) to understand vulnerability, identify risks
and operational blockages.

6.8.2 Responsibilities


To scrutinise key thematic performance issues and drive performance forward.



To undertake a ‘deep dive’ into current priority areas.



To enable strategic leads to bring challenges to the group to promote wider
discussion and seek to achieve solution or suggestion from peers.



Where necessary and appropriate, emerging trends and ad-hoc issues will be
added to the agenda to enable discussion and review.



To hold strategic leads to account for performance.
13
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6.9 Strategic Workforce Planning Board
6.9.1 Role
The Cambridgeshire Strategic workforce Planning Board, chaired by the
DCC will meet quarterly and will take a medium to long term overview of
resource planning to ensure effective succession planning, and that the
force has the right skills and capabilities to meet future needs.
6.9.2 Responsibilities









To effectively manage the local wellbeing agenda to ensure all staff are
supported in the workplace.
To ensure that the force has the right skills and capabilities to maintain
and where possible, improve future service delivery.
To improve workforce diversity/representation of minority groups.
To ensure the force has an effective talent management and leadership
development process that identifies and supports staff to reach their full
potential.
To identify where future capacity and capability gaps may arise and put
in place actions and mitigations to ensure any skills gaps are minimised.
To receive updates from workforce planning meeting and to direct action
and make decisions as required.
To request and consider reports on specific matters such as emerging
workforce risks, talent management and officer and staff wellbeing and
agree direction and action.
To receive reports on the performance of the effectiveness and efficiency
of resources in delivering the required strategic capability and operational
services in line with the force and BCH operating model.

6.10Force Operations Board
6.10.1 Role


The Force Operations Board (FOB) will determine the operational approach that
will be adopted by the force. It will achieve this by reviewing NPCC advice,
guidance and policies alongside relevant legislation and the approach taken in
neighbouring forces, to enable the force to be proactive in its approach to
achieving best practice

6.10.2 Responsibilities




To identify, through horizon scanning, the impact of legislative or process
change on operational performance.
To assess the impact of changes to policy, process or structure against service
delivery and performance outcomes and determine the procedural or policy
approach that is to be taken.
To commission appropriate analysis where necessary and hold senior
managers to account.
14
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6.11

To inform strategic reviews of current policy and legislation when change is
imminent or in response to identified HMICFRS recommendations and areas for
improvement.
To identify and cause to be implemented sustainable, effective and where
appropriate, partnership-based service delivery models, working to overarching
themes of prevention and demand reduction.
To identify and assess Health, Safety and Wellbeing reviewing current policy
and proactive and ensuring the Constabulary is supporting its staff and the
people it serves.

Organisational SMT

6.11.1 Role
Organisational SMT chaired by the Assistant Chief Constable taking work
streams from each Local SMT.
6.11.2 Responsibilities
Organisational SMT will replace both the monthly TTCG and the IGG
incorporating this business within its framework.
It is responsible for and gate keeping issues to relevant boards around:











Performance
People
Risk
Finance
Resources
Force priorities
Vulnerability
Neighbourhood Policing
Positive Action
Health, Safety and wellbeing

6.12
Operational Performance Meeting – Chief Supers meeting – sent to
Mr Mead and Mr Brunning for ToR

6.13

Departmental SMT

6.13.1 Role


Each Department will incorporate its governance meetings into a single
monthly SMT. (With the aspiration of business being conducted at this
extended meeting allowing for more meeting free days). This feeds up to
the Organisational SMT chaired by the ACC. Each Departmental SMT will
have a standing agenda to incorporate the priorities, aims and objectives
of the Constabulary where everyone can have an impact rather than hold
a series of different meetings for example positive action.
15
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6.13.2 Responsibilities

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o


6.14

To identify, track and report up where necessary issues relating to:
Performance; current, demand, future demand, data quality
People; numbers, moves, training
Risk; operational, organisational
Finance
Resources; fleet, locations
Force priorities
Vulnerability
Neighbourhood Policing; NP Performance framework
Positive Action
Health, Safety and Wellbeing
To identify local issues dealing effectively and often in partnership
to resolve and mitigate threat, risk and harm.

Strategic Threat and Risk Assessment - STRA

6.14.1 The Strategic Threat and Risk Assessment meeting is convened to agree and
review the Force Control Strategy and overarching Force STRA document. The
Control Strategy sets out the priorities for the Force and these are weaved into
the planning assumptions for our policing plan and its associated measures. The
STRA allows challenge to the intelligence assumptions to ensure the priorities
within the Control Strategy are robust and represent the true threat profile the
Force should concentrate on mitigating.

6.15 Supporting Strategic Meetings
6.15.1 Supporting the main strategic meetings are our cascade of meetings covering the
management business of the Constabulary. These are detailed briefly below:


Strategic Priority meetings – The lead for each of the annual strategic priorities is
expected to review the governance structure to ascertain of the oversight of delivery
against the priority can be incorporated into an existing meeting. If this is not
appropriate the strategic lead will have the authority to form a new meeting to deliver
against this strategic priority but must report this up to the Change Board for sign off.

6.16 Supporting Operational Meetings
6.16.1 DMM: The meeting aims to grip the key harm issues across the force and to look
forward at how we, as one team, can best work to resolve them. It is a responsive
meeting that meets daily to combat the particular current and emerging threats
within the County and deliver the daily tasks needed to ensure we manage the
Force priorities.
16
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6.17External Meetings
6.17.1 Supporting the Force internal Governance meetings are a number of external
meetings that hold the Chief Officers to account with the performance and
direction of the Force.

7. Meeting Administration
7.1 Data Recording
7.1.1 The Constabulary aims to ensure its governance decisions are transparent
and auditable therefore all of the strategic meetings whether fully recorded
or holding a task and decision log will be recorded on Office 365. This will
allow for more efficient data recording and working practices enabling senior
staff to record and review decisions, policy and actions made at meetings to
streamline processes. This IT solution is expected on January 2020 and
discussions are currently ongoing with ICT.
7.1.2 Where tasks and actions are made at meetings rather than full minutes a biannual report will be made to the reporting board covering progress against
strategic priorities, meeting objectives and responsibilities and decisions
made to ensure compliance with force governance.
7.1.3 All current meetings will now include a risk register within their agenda to
ensure the Constabulary is capturing the current and future risks its faces.
These will be recorded within the meeting data stored centrally to allow for
more timely mitigation. High level risks will be reported to the RRB for
consideration at this meeting or inclusion within the Force Management
Statement.
7.1.4 All meetings and Boards will record their information (Agenda, terms of
reference etc.) on a corporate template to ensure consistency in approach.
These will as described above be recorded centrally from January 2020.
7.2 Agenda Setting/Use of E-mail
7.2.1 For a subject or issue to be discussed at a board/meeting or for a decision
to be sought the requesting individual MUST ensure:


The chair is aware prior to the meeting and you have confirmed this in person
(or via the telephone) and not sent a decision, request or document within
an e-mail whereby you are unable to state this has been received, read and
actioned.



It is the responsibility of the individual to ensure this is completed and not the
chair.
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This is to mitigate against documents or decisions needed affecting risk to
the organisation or the public being sent via e-mail to an individual and being
‘lost’ with no organisational knowledge of that risk.



The exception to this is the seeking of a decision outside of the meeting
timescales due to the expedited nature required. However it again is the
responsibility of both the chair and the individual seeking the decision to
ensure it is captured within the Board/meeting register to say what decision
was made, the expedited nature and the rationale behind this.



With the use of Office 365 in January 2020 this process will be developed
further with the use of shared meeting, agenda, minutes, actions and
decisions being available for all to see to allow for organisation oversight,
accountability and memory.

7.3 Meeting dates
7.3.1 The Constabulary aims to hold the majority of its meetings within the three
mid-week days (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday) allowing for its staff to
have meeting free days to enable business delivery. This will form part of the
initial 3 month review with a view to rolling it out across the organisation and
on to collaborated and partnership meetings.
7.4 Chair and dates setting
7.4.1 Each Board and meeting will be set within the Constabulary’s meeting
calendar for the following annual cycle. It is aspired to that the dates will not
be changed due to non-availability of the chair, rather the level (rank/position)
of the chair is set with others of the same or higher rank/level being required
to chair the board or meeting. This is achievable with openly recorded
minutes/decisions/actions centrally accessible and corporate agendas for
meetings across the organisation.

7.5 New Meetings
7.5.1 The Constabulary’s meeting governance has been set as outlines within this
document, those wishing to form a new meeting outside of this structure will
have to seek permission from the Change Board. This will ensure the
Constabulary streamlines its processes and maintains an efficient and
effective governance structure. To bring a request to the Change Board staff
will need to cover the following:
o Purpose of the meeting; roles, responsibilities, terms of reference,
agenda
o Review of the current meeting structure covering why it cannot be
covered within the remit of an existing meeting
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Policing Plan / Business Plan/ Financial Plans Cycle
MONTH
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

TASK

STRA Process opens

Annual Strategic Assessment – Force priorities agreed
STRA Process closes

November
December

Police Grant funding agreed
Review of Force governance

January
February
March

Precept funding?
Review of Force governance

To add in:
Financial planning cycle
Force plan
Performance plan cycle?
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Appendix A
Aspirations
1. To hold meetings on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursdays only
allowing for meeting free days per week to deliver against work
streams.
2. To reduce the number of meetings by incorporation a significant
proportion of Departmental business into the Departmental SMT
meetings.
3. To incorporate Health and Wellbeing within the Health and Safety
work streams in addition to making it a standing agenda item within
Organisational and Departmental SMT and Force Operations Board
4. To incorporate a risk register within every meeting to ensure the
Constabulary are considering at every level the demand it faces and
is actively mitigating risk through problem solving or escalation.
Allowing for demand to be properly assessed and resolved.
5. Set out the level of decisions allowed to me made at each meeting to
ensure real time, efficient delivery. Staff report being unsure and
therefore decisions are delayed for ratification at a higher
meeting/board leading to delays and a decrease in delivery and
efficiency.
6. CPD to provide performance data for all Departmental SMT’s to
increase efficiency (one person completes the research and report as
opposed to 8 people duplicating individually). This will also ensure
consistency of understanding of our performance given the expertise
of CPD. Departmental heads will provide qualitative data and
information behind the numbers.
7. There are currently multiple vulnerability meetings within the
Constabulary, by adding this to the agenda of SMT meetings will
incorporate it within every meeting and not treating it as a separate
consideration outside of main business. The idea of a long standing
agenda for SMT is to consider all business (people, resources,
wellbeing, positive action, neighbourhood policing, etc.) at each
level.
8. To bring in TTCG and IGG work within the Organisational SMT
meeting.
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